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Electronic structure of the trimethylenemethane diradical in its ground
and electronically excited states: Bonding, equilibrium geometries,
and vibrational frequencies

Lyudmila V. Slipchenko and Anna I. Krylova)

Department of Chemistry, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, California 90089-0482

~Received 10 December 2002; accepted 24 January 2003!

Accurate equilibrium properties of the ground and the three lowest excited states of the
trimethylenemethane~TMM ! diradical are calculated by using the novel spin–flip electronic
structure method. Changes in structures and vibrational frequencies upon excitation are analyzed.
The bonding picture in different states of TMM is derived from wave function analysis and
comparison of equilibrium structures with typical values of coupled-cluster~CC! bond lengths, e.g.,
a double CC bond in ethylene, a single CC bond in twisted ethylene, and a bond in the allyl
radical. © 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1561052#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Trimethylenemethane~TMM ! is an example of a non
Kekulé system~see Fig. 1!. Thep system of TMM consists
of four p electrons which can be distributed over four m
lecularp-type orbitals in a number of different ways~Figs. 2
and 3!. The unusual electronic structure of TMM was reco
nized by Moffit and Coulson more than 50 years ago.1 Two
years later, in 1950, Longuet-Higgins analyzed the electro
structure of several non-Kekule´ molecules, TMM included.2

Since then, TMM has attracted avid attention
theoreticians3–31 and experimentalists.32–39 In addition to its
fascinating electronic structure, there are other reasons
such a persistent interest. For example, TMM is an interm
diate in the formation and rearrangements of meth
enecyclopropanes.40,41 Other practical applications of TMM
derivatives include organic ferromagnets,42,43 synthetic
reagents,44 and DNA cleaving agents.45

TMM was first isolated in a matrix in 1966 by Dowd,32

who recorded its ESR spectrum. In 1976, the triplet mu
plicity of the ground state of TMM was confirmed by th
EPR experiment.33 Dowd had also attempted to determin
the singlet–triplet splitting in TMM,34,35 which was mea-
sured later by photoelectron spectroscopy.38 Recently, the in-
frared spectrum of the triplet ground state was reported.36,37

Additional information about TMM’s vibrational frequencie
was derived from the photoelectron spectrum of the co
sponding anion.39

Previous theoretical studies of TMM included investig
tion of the potential energy surfaces~PESs! of the two lowest
singlet states by Borden and Davidson.11 Energy profiles
along the reaction coordinate of the methylenecycloprop
rearrangement which proceeds through the TMM interme
ate, were also studied.12,13 Numerous attempts were made
accurately determine the singlet–triplet splittings in t
molecule.14–30 Theoretical predictions of the vibrationa

a!Electronic mail: krylov@usc.edu
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frequencies of the triplet TMM were reported in Refs. 3
and 37.

The goal of this work is to quantitatively analyze th
bonding in different electronic states of TMM, and to dete
mine spectroscopic signatures of changes in bonding u
electronic excitation. Qualitatively, the electronic structure
TMM can be described by using a simple molecular orb
picture as has been done in earlier studies.1,2 Later, these
qualitative conclusions have been confirmed byab initio cal-
culations of optimized geometries of the triplet and the t
lowest singlets:11 the observed changes in bond lengths w
consistent with earlier predictions. However, due to t
methodological difficulties~see Sec. II A!, it was not pos-
sible to calculate equilibrium geometries and harmonic f
quencies with quantitative accuracy. Moreover, the cumb
some nature of the available methods discoura
researchers from studying higher excited states. Recent
new electronic structure approach, the spin–flip~SF!
method,46–50 has been developed. The SF approach allo
one to describe multireference wave functions within
single-reference formalism. By using the SF method, we c
culated accurate equilibrium structures and vibrational f
quencies of the ground and the three lowest excited state
TMM, and characterized higher excited states.

The structure of the paper is as follows: Section II d
scribes methodological issues relevant to diradicals9,51–53and
outlines the SF approach. In Sec. III, the results are p
sented: the analysis of TMM’s excited states~Sec. III A!,
their geometries~Sec. III B! and frequencies~Sec. III C!. Our
concluding remarks are given in Sec. IV.

II. THEORETICAL METHODS AND COMPUTATIONAL
DETAILS

A. Electronic structure of diradicals

Salem51 defines diradicals as molecules with two ele
trons occupying two~near!-degenerate molecular orbitals
For such system, three singlet,$C i

s% i 51
3 , and three triplet,

$C i
t% i 51

3 , wave functions can be composed as follows:54
4 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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6875J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 118, No. 15, 15 April 2003 Trimethylenemethane diradical
C1
s5 1

2 @l~f1!22A12l2~f2!2#•~ab2ba!, ~1!

C2
s5 1

2 @A12l2~f1!21l~f2!2#•~ab2ba!, ~2!

C3
s5 1

2 ~f1f21f2f1!•~ab2ba!, ~3!

C1
t 5 1

2 ~f1f22f2f1!•~ab1ba!, ~4!

C2
t 5

1

&
~f1f22f2f1!•~aa!, ~5!

C3
t 5

1

&
~f1f22f2f1!•~bb!. ~6!

Heref if j is a shorthand notation for thef i(1)f j (2), and
ab stands for thea~1!b~2!. The coefficientl depends on the
energy gap betweenf1 andf2 : l'1 for large energy sepa
rations ~closed-shell limit!, whereas for exactly degenera
orbitalsl5 1/&.

From a methodological point of view, it is important th
all three singlet wave functions are two-determinantal
shown in Fig. 3~see Ref. 49 for a more detailed analysi!.
The open-shell singlet,C3

s , always requires two determi
nants, whereas the character of the closed-shell singletsC1

s

and C2
s , depends on the energy gap between the orbit

when f1 and f2 are exactly degenerate, both closed-sh
singlets consist of two equally important determinan
Therefore, the Hartree–Fock wave function, i.e., the sin
Slater determinant, is a qualitatively incorrect approximat
for C123

s ~and C1
t ). Only a multiconfigurational mode

which treats the important determinants on an equal foot
such as multiconfigurational self-consistent fie
~MCSCF!,55–57 provides an appropriate zero-order wa
function for a diradical.58

Moreover, to achieve quantitative accuracy, an appro
ate zero-order wave function should be augmented by
namical correlation, e.g., by configuration interaction59 or
perturbation theory60–62 ~see Ref. 63 for a comprehensiv
review of multireference methods!. The inclusion of dynami-
cal correlation is crucial for a correct quantitative~and some-
times even qualitative! description of the electronic structur
of diradicals.64–67 Bare MCSCF wave functions are know
to overemphasize contributions of antibonding configu
tions, and therefore they systematically overestimate b
lengths and underestimate frequencies. Moreover, the
tionary points of the PES corresponding to diradicals c
disappear at higher level of theory.67 That is why the com-
mon practice of optimizing geometries at the MCSCF le
provides, at its best, only qualitatively correct geometr
and frequencies which cannot be directly compared with
perimental data. For example, in order to compare b

FIG. 1. TMM ~left! and its Kekule´ structures~right!: the p system of the
molecule is fully conjugated, but each of its Kekule´ structures has at leas
two non-p-bonded atoms.
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lengths in TMM against reference systems~e.g., ethylene or
benzene!, one would have to calculate MCSCF geometr
for both TMM and the reference molecules, assuming th
the MCSCF errors are systematic and that changes in b
lengths will be reproduced correctly.

To summarize, the theoretical description of sing
diradicals@Eqs. ~1!–~3!# is difficult due to their multirefer-
ence character. The triplet diradicals’ wave functions, ho
ever, are much simpler. While theMs50 triplet wave func-
tion ~4! is also two-configurational, the corresponding hig
spin components~5! and ~6! are single-determinantal
Therefore, these states can be described by any sin
reference method, the accuracy being systematically
proved as one proceeds from the Hartree–Fock model
ward correlated approaches. With respect to these high-
triplet states@Eqs. ~5! and ~6!#, all singlet states@Eqs. ~1!–
~3!# as well as theMs50 component of the triplet@Eq. ~4!#
are formallysingle electron excitations involving spin–flip.
This immediately suggests that these states can be desc
by the appropriate single-reference based excited s
theory, e.g., by configuration interaction singles~CIS!,68–70

perturbatively corrected CIS, CIS~D!,71 or equation-of-
motion coupled-cluster~EOM-CC! models, e.g., EOM-CC
with singles and doubles~EOM-CCSD!72,73 or EOM
optimized-orbitals coupled-cluster doubles.74 If density func-
tional theory ~DFT! is employed to describe th
reference,75,76the target states can be treated within the tim
dependent DFT formalism.77–79 Thus, in the spin–flip
approach46–48,50closed and open shell singlet states are
scribed within a single reference formalism as spin–flippin
e.g., a→b, excitations from a triplet (Ms51) reference
state for which both dynamical and nondynamical correlat
effects are much smaller than for the corresponding sin
state. By employing theoretical models of increasing co
plexity for the reference wave function, the description of t
final states can be systematically improved. It has b
shown that the SF models describe the equilibrium proper
of all three diradical states~1!–~3! and the corresponding
energy separations with an accuracy comparable to tha
traditional methods when applied to well-behav
molecules.47,49,50

B. The spin–flip method

In traditional ~non-SF! single reference excited state
models, the excited state wave functions are parametrize
follows:

CMs50
s,t 5R̂Ms50C̃Ms50

s , ~7!

whereC̃Ms50
s is a closed-shell reference wave function, a

the operatorR̂ is an excitation operator truncated at a certa
level of excitation~which should be consistent with the the
oretical model employed to describe the referenceC̃s). Note
that only excitation operators which do not change the to
number ofa andb electrons, i.e.,Ms50, need to be consid
ered in Eq.~7!.

This scheme breaks down for diradicals, when t
closed-shell singlet wave functions, e.g.,C1

s from Eq. ~1!,
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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become multiconfigurational. To overcome this problem,
SF model employs a high-spin triplet reference state whic
accurately described by a single-reference wave funct
The target states, closed and open shell singlets and trip
are described as spin–flipping excitations:

CMs50
s,t 5R̂Ms521C̃Ms511

t , ~8!

whereC̃Ms511
t is theaa component of the triplet referenc

state@Eq. ~5!#, CMs50
s,t stands for the final (Ms50) singlet

and triplet states@Eqs. ~3! and ~4!#, respectively, and the
operatorR̂Ms521 is an excitation operator that flips the sp
of an electron. In the DFT-based variant, SF-DFT,50 the tar-
get states are described as single electron excitations
the reference high-spin Kohn–Sham determinant.

C. Computational details

TMM’s equilibrium geometries49 and vibrational fre-
quencies were obtained by using the SF-DFT50,80 method
with a 6-31G* basis set.81 Additional calculations were per
formed by using the SF-CIS~D! and the SF-CCSD
methods.47,82For the ground triplet state, which can be acc
rately described by single-reference methods, we also pre
results calculated by the CCSD~T! method83 in a cc-pVTZ
basis set.84 6-31G* and cc-pVTZ bases were used with pu
angular momentum polarization functions.

The SF optimized geometries, frequencies, and total
ergies for the triplet state have been calculated by using
Ms50 SF state rather than theMs51 reference state. In al
the SF calculations, spin-unrestricted triplet references w
used. All electrons were active unless specified otherwis

All the SF calculations have been performed by us
the Q-CHEM85 ab initio package. The CCSD~T! results have
been obtained with theACES II electronic structure
program.86

To streamline the discussion,C2v symmetry labels are
used for all the states including those whose equilibri
structures are of different symmetries, e.g.,D3h or C2 . The
correct symmetry labels are given when needed.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Low-lying excited states of TMM

Thep system of TMM is presented in Fig. 2. It consis
of four p electrons distributed over four molecularp-type
orbitals, two of which are exactly degenerate at theD3h sym-
metry @these aref1 andf2 from Eqs.~1! to ~6!#. Therefore,
in accordance with Hund’s rule, the ground state of the m
ecule should be the3A28 (3B2) triplet state. By rearranging
two unpaired electrons in two degenerate orbitals, three
ferent singlet states can be generated:C123

s from Eqs.~1!–
~3!, two of which (C1

s andC3
s) being exactly degenerate a

D3h . These states are traditional diradical states deri
from the two-electrons-in-two-orbitals model.51 However,
the electronic structure of TMM is more complicated b
cause all four of itsp orbitals are close in energy. Thus,
more appropriate description should include four electr
and four orbitals. Indeed, as we will see later, states deri
Downloaded 01 Apr 2003 to 128.125.104.83. Redistribution subject to A
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by excitations of otherp electrons within the four orbita
subspace are relatively low in energy. To distinguish betw
different types of electronic states, we will refer to the sta
described by Eqs.~1!–~6! as diradical-type states.

The electronic states of TMM derived from distributin
four electrons on fourp orbitals are shown in Fig. 3. The
vertical excitation energies used in Fig. 3 are calculated
the SF-CCSD method in a mixed basis~cc-pVTZ on carbons
and cc-pVDZ on hydrogens!. The first three singlet states ar
of a diradical type, i.e.,C123

s from Eqs.~1! to ~3!. The first
closed-shell 11A1 and the open-shell 11B2 singlets are ex-
actly degenerate inD3h symmetry. In accordance with th
Jahn–Teller theorem,87 the degeneracy between these s
glets can be lifted at lower symmetry. The closed-shell s
glet is stabilized at the planarC2v geometry, with one shor
CC bond. The open-shell singlet prefers an equilibriu

FIG. 2. Thep system of TMM at theD3h geometry (C2v symmetry labels
are also used!. Due to the exact degeneracy between the twoe9 orbitals at
theD3h structure (1a2 and 2b1 in C2v symmetry!, Hund’s rule predicts that
the ground state of the molecule is the triplet3A28 state (3B2 in C2v).

FIG. 3. Low-lying electronic states of TMM calculated at theX 3A28 (3B2)
equilibrium geometry by the SF-CCSD method (C2v labels!. The degen-
eracy between the 11B2/1 1A1 and the 23B2/1 3A1 states can be lifted by
lower symmetry distortions. The high-spin component of theX 3B2 state is
used as the reference in the SF calculations. The vertical excitation ene
for the 13A1 and 23B2 states are obtained using the 15B2 reference.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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structure with one long CC bond and a twisted methyle
group ~planarC2v structure with one long CC bond corre
sponds to a transition state between two equiva
minima11!. These two states have been characterized in
eral previous studies.11,24,29,30The second closed-shell sin
glet, 21A1 ,14 is composed of the same determinants as
1 1A1 state@this is theC2

s state from Eq.~2!#. Since this state
prefers structures at which the diradical orbitals are exa
degenerate, its equilibrium geometry is ofD3h symmetry.
This is similar to the 21A1 state of methylene and nitrenium
as explained in footnote 99 in Ref. 49, this state favor
nearly linear (CH2) or linear (NH2

1) structures when the 3a1

and 1b1 diradical orbitals become~nearly! degenerate. The
next two states, 13A1 and 23B2 , are degenerate triplets de
rived from excitations of one electron from the doubly occ
pied 1b1 orbital to either thea2 or the 2b1 degenerate orbit-
als. These states can also undergo different Jahn–T
distortions. The quintet5B2 state has all thep orbitals singly
occupied and prefersD3h geometry.

Note that only theX 3B2 and 15B2 states can be de
scribed by a single Slater determinant. All other states fr
Fig. 3 are two-configurational. The traditional recipe for c
culating these states would be to employ the MCSCF mo
~two-configurational SCF being a minimal level of theor!
with the subsequent inclusion of dynamical correlation. Su
calculations are usually performed in a state-by-state fash
Moreover, even large active space MCSCF calculati
would fail to reproduce the exact 11A1/1 1B2 and
1 3A1/2 3B2 degeneracies atD3h , unless state averaging
performed. The SF method employs theX 3B2 state~which
also happens to be the true ground state of TMM! as the
reference, and treats all other states as spin–flipping ex
tions. Note that the determinants employed in all the sing
and the quintet state~Fig. 3! are formally single electron
excitations~with a spin–flip! from the reference high-spin
triplet determinant.88 That is why the SF approach provides
balanced description of all the singlet states of Fig. 3.
example, the exact degeneracies mentioned earlier are
rectly described by any SF model. Moreover, all the state
Fig. 3 are obtained in a single SF calculation.

B. Equilibrium geometries of the X 3A 28 , 1 1B 1 , 1 1A 1 ,
and 2 1A 1 states of TMM

Equilibrium geometries of the four lowest states
TMM are given in Ref. 49. TheX 3A28 and 21A1 states have
D3h equilibrium geometries. The 11A1 state has planarC2v
structure with one short CC bond and two long CC bon
whereas the1B1 state has a nonplanar structure with tw
short and one long CC bonds, and a twisted methyl
group. At the SF-DFT/6-31G* level, the C2v 90° twisted
structure is a local minimum on the1B1 surface, i.e., it does
not have imaginary frequencies. However, the energy of
C2 structure with the dihedral angle of 79.0° is slightly low
in energy. We have not found anyCs minima ~corresponding
to the 90° twisted and pyramidazed CH2 group!. Overall, the
potential surface along the twisting coordinate is rather fl
e.g., the energy difference between theC2v (90° twisted! and
theC2 (79.0° twisted! structures is only 0.001 eV~0.03 kcal/
Downloaded 01 Apr 2003 to 128.125.104.83. Redistribution subject to A
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mol! at the SF-DFT/6-31G* level of theory.49 Both geom-
etries are given in Fig. 4~b!. The vibrational analysis dis
cussed in Sec. III C confirms that the properties of bo
conformers are very similar.

Figure 5 compares the equilibrium structures of the m
ecule calculated by the SF, MCSCF, and CCSD~T! ~triplet
only! methods. The most interesting structural parameters
the lengths of the CC bonds since they reflect changesp
boding upon electron rearrangement. Figure 5 shows
equilibrium CC bond lengths in the ground triplet and t
two lowest singlet states. At theD3h symmetry, all the CC
bonds are equivalent (X 3A28/

3B2 and 21A18/
1A1 states!. In

FIG. 4. ~a! Geometries of the ground3A28 state optimized at the CCSD~T!/
cc-pVTZ ~upper numbers! and SF-DFT/6-31G* ~lower numbers! levels.~b!
Geometries of the open-shell singlet optimized by the SF-DFT/6-31*
method. Upper numbers:C2v twisted structure; lower numbers:C2 twisted
structure. Bond lengths are in angstroms, angles in degrees, and nu
repulsion energies in hartrees.

FIG. 5. The CC bond lengths in the ground triplet and the two lowest sin
states. The SF-CIS~D! and SF-DFT triplet bond lengths are very close to t
CCSD~T! ones. MCSCF consistently overestimates bond lengths. State
state structural changes are similar in all methods.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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the 11B1 state there are one long and two short bon
whereas the 11A1 state has one short and two long bond

As shown in Fig. 5, the SF-CIS~D! and SF-DFT triplet’s
geometries are much closer to the~highly accurate!
CCSD~T! values than the MCSCF structure with bonds th
are 0.04 Å too long. The SF-DFT structures are very clos
the SF-CIS~D! ones. The relative structural changes betwe
the states are well reproduced by all the methods.

In order to understand the bonding in different electro
states of TMM, we compare the corresponding bond leng
with the typical values for single and double bonds, as
other studies establishing correlation between ‘‘bond orde
like quantities and bond lengths~see, for example, Refs. 8
and 90, and references therein!. This is presented in Fig. 6
We employ the Lewis definition91 of bond order, i.e., a num
ber of electron pairs shared between two atoms, rather
bond orders calculated from electron density~for a brief
summary of different definitions, see Ref. 89!.

Our choice of reference systems has been guided by
following considerations:~i! the hybridization of the partici-
pating carbons should be the same as in TMM,92 and~ii ! the
valence angles should be not strained~i.e., should be close to
an optimal value for a given hybridization!. Moreover, we
prefer to use geometries obtained by accurate electr
structure calculations, unless anharmonicity corrections
available for the experimentally determined structures. T
r 0 versusr e difference can be much larger than the intrins
errors of an electronic structure method. For example
benzene, the anharmonicity corrections change the valu
the CC bond from 1.391 to 1.399 Å,93 whereas the
CCSD~T!/cc-pVQZ mean absolute errors of in bond lengt
are about 0.002 Å.94

FIG. 6. The CC bond lengths in the ground and the three lowest exc
states of TMM. Solid horizontal lines correspond to the values of a sin
~twisted ethylene! and double~ethylene! bond lengths. Dashed horizonta

lines show thep-bond orders~BO! of
1
2 ,

2
3, and

3
4. Ethane~dash-dot-dot

line!, benzene~dotted line!, and allyl ~dash-dot line! bonds are also shown
Downloaded 01 Apr 2003 to 128.125.104.83. Redistribution subject to A
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In all four lowest states of TMM, the carbons aresp2

hybridized and the CCC valence angles are close to 12
The choice of the reference double CC bond between thesp2

hybridized carbons is straightforward: ethylene in its grou
state has a full double bond and satisfies both of the abo
mentioned criteria. Thus, we accept 1.333 Å95 as the refer-
ence value for a full double bond~the p-bond order is 1!.
Choosing a typical single bond is more complicated. Etha
is not an appropriate candidate, because its carbons
sp3-hybridized and, therefore, its CC bond is longer than
single bond between twosp2 hybridized carbons.92 A more
relevant example is twisted ethylene where both carbons
sp2 hybridized, while thep bond is broken due to the zer
overlap between thep orbitals at the 90° twisted geometry
We accept the corresponding bond length of 1.470 Å47 as a
typical single bond value~p-bond order is 0!.96 Butadiene is
another molecule with single and double bonds betweensp2

hybridized carbons. However, due to conjugation, its sin
bond is slightly shorter whereas the double bond is lon
than in ethylene~the corresponding values are 1.467 a
1.343 Å, respectively97!. Benzene and the allyl radical ar
examples ofsp2 systems withp-bond orders of12 and 3

4,
respectively. The corresponding bond lengths are 1.
Å93,98 and 1.387 Å.99

To analyze the bonding, we consider a simple mo
which assumes that the length of a bond with a partiap
character is inversely proportional to thep-bond order. Once
reference values for single and double CC bonds are ag
upon, the above-mentioned assumption enables one to c
late ap-bond order for a given bond length, or, alternative
to estimate an expected bond length for any intermed
bond order. As can be seen from Fig. 6, the bond length
benzene~p-bond order of1

2) are slightly shorter than pre
dicted by the model. Conversely, the allyl radical bonds
longer than the value obtained by assuming that all th
electrons participate in twop bonds~i.e., ap-bond order of
3
4). The latter discrepancy can be explained by the nea
nonbonding character of thea2 singly occupied allyl orbital.

Assuming that the 1b1 , 2b1 , and 1a2 orbitals of TMM
are of a bonding character, thep-bond order in the3A28 and
2 1A1 states is2

3 ~four p electrons equally distributed be
tween three CC bonds!. Figure 6 shows that the bond length
in these states are slightly longer than estimated by
model. This is probably due to the nearly nonbonding ch
acter of the 2b1 and 1a2 orbitals atD3h ~see Fig. 2!. Another
interesting observation is that the bond lengths in the sin
are shorter than in the triplet. This is because electrons w
parallel spins form weaker bonds due to the Pauli exclus
principle.

In the 11A1 state, twop electrons participate in the sho
~upper! bond ~thus, thep character of this bond equals 1!.
Two otherp electrons contribute to the two longer~lower!
bonds, however, the resulting bonding is very weak, beca
of the small overlap between the twop centers. As Fig. 6
demonstrates, this picture agrees well with the actual st
tures: the length of the shorter bond is close to the bo
in ethylene, while the longer bonds are only slight
shorter than the bond with the zerop character~e.g., twisted
ethylene!.

d
e

IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Downloaded 01 A
TABLE I. Vibrational frequencies, cm21, of the groundX 3A28 state of TMM.

Symm Type Expt.a Expt.b CCSD~T!/cc-pVTZc SF-DFT/6-31G* d

v1 /v2 e8 CC scissors/rock 425 427~0.01! 440
v3 a19 H wag ~OPLA! 473 485
v4 /v5 e9 H wag ~OPLA! 485 503
v6 a29 CC torsion~OPLA! 499.0~0.36! 518 ~0.34! 531
v7 /v8 e9 H torsion ~OPLA! 732 728
v9 a29 H torsion ~OPLA! 755.5~1.00! 727.5 777~1.00!e 794
v10 a18 CC s-stretch 915 950 989
v11 a28 H rock 961 1002
v12 /v13 e8 H-rock 1030 (,0.01) 1064
v14 /v15 e8 CC a-stretch 1310 1371 (,0.01) 1416
v16 /v17 e8 H scissors 1418.4~0.15! 1518 ~0.06! 1569
v18 a18 H scissors 1533 1593
v19 /v20 e8 H s-stretch 3019–3031~0.05! 3178 ~0.10! 3283
v21 a18 H s-stretch 3186 3293
v22 a28 H a-stretch 3261 3384
v23 /v24 e8 H a-stretch 3100–3115~0.04! 3266 ~0.09! 3387

aReferences 36 and 37. Intensities relative to the strongest band are given in parentheses. Additional
1455.6 cm21 ~0.05! has not been assigned.

bReference 39.
cCalculated at the CCSD~T!/cc-pVTZ optimized geometry@see Fig. 4~a!#. IR intensities relative to the stronges
band are given in parentheses.

dCalculated at the SF-DFT/6-31G* optimized geometry@see Fig. 4~a!#.
eThe absolute intensity is 94.30 km/mol.
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The bonding in the1B1 state is more complicated. As
suming that threep electrons participate in the two short
~lower! bonds, and onep electron contributes to the longe
~upper! bond, the correspondingp-bond orders are34 and 0,
respectively~the order of the longer bond is zero because
p orbitals of the upper and central carbons do not overla
the twisted structure!. Thus, this state is similar to the ally
radical with a twisted methylene group attached to it. Ho
ever, as Fig. 6 shows, the upper bond is longer than the b
length in twisted ethylene, and the lower bonds are sho
than those in the allyl radical. This can be explained by
electron transfer from the upper to the lower part of the m
ecule. Indeed, according to the Mulliken and Lowdin pop
lation analysis of the electron density in1B1 , the upper and
central carbons are positively charged, while the lower c
bons host negative charges. The degree of the charge s
ration can be characterized by the the permanent dipole
ment which is equal 0.12 D~the dipole is directed from the
upper to the lower part of the molecule!. The driving force
for the charge transfer is additional stabilization achieved
moving nonbonding electrons into the weakly bonding m
lecular orbitals of allyl. This charge transfer results in a co
traction of the shorter~lower! bonds and an elongation of th
longer ~upper! bond.

We also performed a natural bond analysis~NBO 4.0.
package100! to determine the bond orders in different sta
of TMM. However, the strongly delocalized structures w
three- or four-center bonds are not well described by
NBO procedure. In a future study, we will employ an exte
sion of NBO, natural resonance theory,101,102which has been
developed to describe bonding in molecules with seve
resonance structures.
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C. Harmonic vibrational frequencies of the X 3A 28 ,
1 1B 1 , 1 1A 1 , and 2 1A 1 states of TMM

For species with an unusual electronic structure, vib
tional analysis is of particular importance, because vib
tional frequencies reflect bond strengths, e.g., higher stre
ing frequencies correspond to stronger bonds, an increas
out-of-plane~OPLA! or torsional frequencies may be due
an increase inp-bonds’ orders, etc. Thus, by comparing fr
quencies in different electronic states of TMM, we can lea
more about bonding in these states.

Two independent experimental studies of the TMM v
brational spectrum were reported.36,37,39 Maier and co-
workers recorded gas phase IR spectra of the ground s
TMM and its deuterated isotopomers.36,37 From the vibra-
tional structure of the photoelectron spectrum of the TM
negative ion measured by Wentholdet al.,39 some vibrational
frequencies for the groundX 3A28 triplet and the excited
1 1A1 singlet states were determined. Therefore, for
groundX 3A28 state of TMM, an almost complete set of th
experimental vibrational frequencies is available. For
1 1A1 state, however, only one vibrational frequenc
325 cm21, is known.39 No frequencies for other singlet
have been reported so far. Although the 11B1 state is adia-
batically the lowest singlet state, it has not been observe
the Wenthold’s experiment because of unfavorable Fran
Condon factors.

A comparison of the calculated and experimental f
quencies is not straightforward due to anharmonicities103

Fortunately, the harmonic frequencies of the triplet state
be calculated by the highly reliable CCSD~T! method, which
allows us to calibrate the SF method against CCSD~T!.

Table I compares the vibrational frequencies for t
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE II. Vibrational frequencies of theX 3A28 , 1 1B1 , 1 1A1 , and 21A1 states of TMM, cm21.a

Symm Type X 3A28 1 1B1 1 1A1 2 1A1

v1 a1(e8) CC scissors 440 477 337 510
v2 b2(e8) CC rock 440 391 504 510
v3 a2(a19) All-H wag ~OPLA! 485 649 146 112
v4 a2(e9) Up-H wag ~OPLA! 503 330 713 454
v5 b1(e9) Down-H wag~OPLA! 503 601 290 454
v6 b1(a29) CC torsion~OPLA! 531 420 460 516
v7 b1(e9) Up-H torsion~OPLA! 728 490 951 805
v8 a2(e9) Down-H torsion~OPLA! 728 887 530 805
v9 b1(a29) All-H torsion ~OPLA! 794 871 628 868
v10 a1(a18) CC s-stretch 989 945 921 1019
v11 b2(a28) All-H rock 1002 1033 994 1010
v12 a1(e8) Down-H-rock 1064 1128 1082 1111
v13 b2(e8) Up-H-rock 1064 1079 1207 1111
v14 a1(e8) CC a/s-stretch 1416 1474 1717 1496
v15 b2(e8) CC a/a-stretch 1416 1236 346 1496
v16 a1(e8) Up-H scissors 1569 1639 1496 1642
v17 b2(e8) Down-H scissors 1569 1570 1521 1642
v18 a1(a18) All-H scissors 1593 1549 1571 1602
v19 a1(e8) Up-H s-stretch 3283 3287 3275 3300
v20 b2(e8) Down-H s-stretch 3283 3286 3288 3300
v21 a1(a18) All-H s-stretch 3293 3297 3299 3308
v22 b2(a28) All-H a-stretch 3384 3391 3361 3400
v23 a1(e8) H a-stretch 3387 3393 3404 3403
v24 b2(e8) H a-stretch 3387 3388 3402 3403

aAll frequencies are calculated at the SF-DFT/6-31G* level at the SF-DFT optimized geometries~see Ref. 49
and Fig. 4!. Symmetry labels are not applicable for the 11B1 state which has twistedC2 equilibrium structure.
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ground 3A28 state calculated by the SF-DFT and CCSD~T!
methods with the experimental values.36,37,39 The SF-DFT
frequencies are systematically higher than the CCSD~T!
ones, the average relative difference104 being 3.1% with a
standard deviation61.1%, and a maximum difference o
4.3% for thev11 mode.

At the D3h symmetry, TMM has eight IR active vibra
tions ~six of e8 symmetry and two ofa29 symmetry!. The
experimental and calculated values of the IR intensities
the active modes are also given in Table I~values in
parentheses!.105 The measured IR spectrum consists of
bands~four single lines and two doublets!. In Ref. 37, five of
these bands are assigned as the skeleton and the hyd
groups OPLA motions (v6 ,v9), the CH2 scissoring mode
(v16/v17), and the symmetric and asymmetric stretches
the CH2 groups (v19/v20 andv23/v24). This assignment is
consistent both with the CCSD~T! and SF-DFT results. The
1455.6 cm21 band with a relative intensity of 0.05 is inte
preted as a combination vibration.37 The normal mode analy
sis reveals that the following vibrations are strongly mixe
~i! the CC scissors/rock (v1 /v2) and the hydrogens’ rocking
vibrations (v12/v13) ~their sum is 1457 cm21 at the
CCSD~T!/cc-pVTZ level!; and ~ii ! the skeleton asymmetri
stretches (v14/v15) and the CH2 scissors (v16/v17). The
calculated frequencies of the latter vibrations are 1371
1518 cm21, respectively. Both pairs of mixed modes are
active and can yield a band at 1455.6 cm21. Moreover, the
doubled frequency of the most intense line in the spectr
the OPLA hydrogens’ deformation (v9), equals 1511 cm21

~experimental!, which is close to the frequency of the ob
served line. Thus, at this level of theory it is not possible
determine the nature of this band.
pr 2003 to 128.125.104.83. Redistribution subject to A
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Four vibrational frequencies of theX 3A28 ground state
were determined from the photoelectron experiment.39 They
were assigned as the skeleton scissoring/rocking m
(v1 /v2), the hydrogens OPLA torsion motion (v9), and the
symmetric and asymmetric carbon skeleton stretches (v10

andv14/v15). These vibrations are active in the photoele
tron spectrum, because they correspond to coordinates
connect theC2v geometry of the anion with theD3h structure
of the X 3A28 state of the neutral TMM.

Table II presents the frequencies of the four lowest sta
of TMM. The frequencies for the 11B1 state are calculated a
the lowest minimum of this state (C2 structure!, therefore,
the symmetry labels for the vibrational modes are o
approximate.106 Significant changes in the skeleton freque
cies and in the OPLA hydrogen group vibrations refle
structural differences between the ground state and the
two excited singlets, 11A1 and 11B1 ~see Sec. III B!. The
rest of this section explains the observed changes in the
culated frequencies in terms of structural changes.107

The frequencies of the CC rock (v2), the wag, and
OPLA torsional motions of the upper CH2 group (v4 and
v7) increase in the 11A1 state and decrease in the1B1 state
~as compared with theX 3A28 triplet state!. This is because
these modes involve vibration of the upper CC bond, wh
becomes stronger and shorter in the closed-shell singlet,
is weaker in the open-shell singlet. Conversely, vibratio
involving the lower carbons@i.e., the CC scissoring mod
(v1), the wagging, and OPLA motions of the lower CH2

groups (v3 , v5 , v9 , andv8)#, have higher frequencies in
the 11B1 state and lower frequencies in the 11A1 state.

Analysis of the vibrational modes that involve both th
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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upper and the lower parts of the molecule is more com
cated. The molecule becomes softer with respect to
OPLA distortions, because thep system is disturbed at th
C2v structures~as compared with theD3h structure of the
ground state!. This results in decrease of the OPLA carb
frequency (v6) in both the open- and closed-shell single
The decrease inv6 is larger for the open-shellC2 structure
with one p orbital having zero overlap with the otherp or-
bitals. The frequency of the symmetric skeleton stretch
mode (v10) is lower in both singlet states because the m
lecular skeleton is less rigid in these states with respect to
triplet state. This is consistent with the following structur
changes~see also Sec. III B!. The sum of the CC bond
lengths increases in the following sequence:X 3A28 , 1 1B1 ,
and 11A1 state~the values are 4.206, 4.231, and 4.244
respectively!. Degeneracy between two asymmetric skele
stretches at theD3h symmetry is lifted at equilibrium geom
etries of both lowest singlets. The frequency of thea1 vibra-
tion (v14), which is dominated by the out-of-phase vibratio
of the upper and two lower CC bonds, increases. Theb2

vibration (v15) ~the out-of-phase vibration of the lower C
bonds, with the upper CC bond being frozen! becomes softer
In both cases, the difference is larger for the 11A1 state for
which the b2 asymmetric stretch frequency equa
346 cm21. We find that these modes are strongly mixed w
the carbon scissoring and rocking vibrations and with
rocking motions of the CH2 groups.

The second closed-shell singlet, 21A1 , hasD3h equilib-
rium structure with the CC bond lengths slightly shorter th
in the ground state~see Sec. III B!. Consequently, the fre
quencies of the skeleton and hydrogen in-plane modes
higher in the 21A1 state. However, the carbon OPLA vibra
tions and the wagging motions of the hydrogens are lowe
the singlet state. The frequencies of the latter modes are
lated to the stability of the molecule with respect to the
arrangement from a diradical to a methylenecycloprop
structure. Relative to the triplet state, all three singlets h
lower frequencies of the hydrogens wagging modes, wh
suggests that these states have lower barriers for such
rangements. Moreover, the skeleton asymmetric stre
(v15), a mode that connects open- and closed-shell sin
structures, has lower frequencies in both the 11B1 and 11A1

states than in the triplet state.
From the vibrational structure of the photoelectron sp

trum, Wentholdet al.38,39 have determined one frequency
325 cm21 for the 11A1 state. Our calculated harmonic fre
quencies suggest that the observed 325 cm21 mode can be
assigned to either the CC scissoring (v15337 cm21) or the
CC asymmetric stretching (v155346 cm21) mode. Both vi-
brations are active in the ground triplet state in the pho
electron spectrum.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The SF method accurately describes diradicals withi
single-reference formalism. The SF-DFT method is appl
to the low-lying excited states of TMM. In addition to th
previous benchmarks,47,49,50we show that the SF-DFT triple
equilibrium properties are very close to the CCSD~T!/cc-
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pVTZ results. For example, the difference in the CC bo
lengths is about 0.005 Å, and the average relative differen
in the harmonic frequencies are about 3%. Since the
model treats all diradical states in a uniform fashion,
expect that the SF-DFT equilibrium structures and vib
tional frequencies of all four lowest states of TMM to be
the similar accuracy. Using these structures and frequen
we also analyze the bonding in the TMM ground and t
lowest excited states. We find that the 11A1 state has a full
double bond between the central and one of the periph
carbons, while there is only very little interaction betwe
two other carbons that host unpaired electrons. Although
1 1B1 state is similar to the allyl radical with a twisted me
thylene group, the corresponding CC bonds in TMM a
shorter than those in allyl because of electron transfer fr
the twisted methylene to the allyl moiety. The excited 21A1

state has stronger bonds relative to the groundX 3A28 state.
Otherwise, these two states are very similar, i.e., both h
D3h equilibrium structures. Overall, our results demonstr
that the SF method is a useful tool for studying diradical
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